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successful iftan of middle or a little more than middle age who is not convinced that he is peculiarly able to detect from among a crowd of candidates the candidate who is best, after an interview of a quarter or half an hour. I believe almost invariably he is under a delusion, land the greater his conviction the greater his delusion. I have seen great injustices perpetrated in this way in England and candidates who have beetf rejected have in other spheres attained positions/which are a testimony to their abilities. In India the chances of error are greatly increased in the case of the European official. It is bis misfortune that his official career cuts him off very largely from the society of the young of his own country. He is generally unacquainted with the young of India. He is apt to judg& ,-an undergraduate of an Indian University by his recollection (already grown rather hazy) of the standards of the undergraduate of Oxford or Cambridge at the dawn of the twentieth century.
 (7)	Many persons love to repeat the statement
that there are " qualities which cannot be tested by
" examination."    The question arises whether they
can be tested by a short interview.    At an interview
you can determine whether a man is good looking,
has a stout physique and pleasant manners.    These
no doubt are elements which enter into a choice.    It
is generally agreed by those of experience in these
matters that you cannot form any opinion about
moral qualities such as courage, honesty, endurance
and industry.    You may be able to obtain some
opinion whether he is the sort of man who commands
respect and confidence, but on this point opinion
must necessarily be very uncertain.    All other quali
ties are better tested by written examination.
 (8)	I find many advocates of selection emphasise
the importance of appointing men of family to the
public service on the ground that they alone can
command respect.    I believe that these persons are
the exponents of a tradition, prevalent thirty years
ago, which is rapidly dying out.    I do not deny that
candidates occasionally may have social connections
which, may be prejudicial to their usefulness but
generally a candidate derives as much credit from his
office as his family.    I have talked to many non-
official Indians on this subject and they all speak with
contempt of the official who is jobbed into the public
service on account of the distinction of his family.-
The only case in which the idea was allowed full play
was the case of the Statutory Civilian  and  that
proved a disastrous failure.    I have .been told that
men of -family are beginning to realise that their
chances are slender unless they become also men of
education, and are trying to equip themselves for
the public service.   Nothing could be more desirable
in the interests of India, and appointments on family
grounds remove the incentive to improvement.
68, There is a type of recruitment mid-way between recruitment by competitive examination and selection wMch in various forms is very prevalent in India. The following forms occur:—
(1)	The recruitment is by competitive examina
tion but only selected candidates are admitted, to the
Such a system is sometimes necessary in order to reduce the unwieldy number of candidates.' I do not think the system works weH chiefly owing to the difficulties attaching to selection and I prefer where possible cfiiher methods of reducing numbers,
(2)	The recruitment is after an examination of
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*J5* ** ^fwtanents are not Q order of merit la the examination. "-*» much Iwsart-burning.   If once •**«! as sufedently suitable to
„.	^.on. Be feels aggrieved if a
> ,Jias  dc^e worse than  hfe  haij  is
 Where the proportion of marks assigned to viva voce is small, the system is almost indistinguishable-from the system of pure competition; where it is large, it becomes almost indistinguishable from selec-ti6n. Viva voce examination can be conducted in various ways, but in India, owing to Indian conditions, ^hey are almost inevitably conducted in the least satisfactory way, namely, interviewing for somewhat less than half an hour a very large numberjof candidates of whom the interviewer possesses no-previous knowledge.
 69.	I am not a great believer in viva voce.    It is
surprising how  seldom it affects  the final result.
When it does it affects candidates on the margin of
success  or  failure who  are  divided  by very  few
marks in the written examination.    Thus a few marks
one way or the other may turn the scale.    I think
any approach to accuracy in marking at viva voce is
an impossibility, and consequently where the marks
have an effect I think the  effect is as often unfair
as fair.    Before I began this work I was a believer
in the viva voce, as I think most persons who have not
closely examined its working are.    A long study of
examination results has satisfied me that the marking
is so capricious and so dependent on accidental cir
cumstances that little importance should be attached
to it.    In the present state of public opinion I should
not propose its abolition and I think it is not entirely
without value : but I think in a competitive examina
tion it should account for only a small proportion of
the total marks.    I ought perhaps to say that some
of my colleagues disagree with me on this point.
 70.	I think those -who openly advocate the view-
that a Government must have patronage with which
to conciliate enemies or reward friends do not fully
realise how completely the situation has changed in
the last few years -with the great increase in the
numbers of the politically minded.    So long as their
number was small, it was possible by the exercise of
patronage to conciliate a few and not to offend very
many and there was no strong public opinion to be
antagonised.    At the present time and increasingly
so every day it is the case that the person who
exercises patronage, conciliates a few persons whom
he desires to conciliate at the cost of offending ten
times that number of persons who had hoped that
the patronage would be exercised in their favour.
He affords to the enemies of government who claim
to be supporters of purity of administration a quite
legitimate ground for criticism.    He alienates the
whole body of Indian graduates, who have sufficient
grievances  in  any  case  and  who  see  themselves
robbed of the fruit of the labours on which they had
been encouraged by Government to embark.    He
provides the public service with a servant of inferior
quality.    In short, the disadvantages of patronage
far  outweighs  the  advantages.    The  condition  of
affairs is not dissimilar from that which prevailed in
England after the Reform Act,   1832.    The high-
minded objected to political patronage because it
was wrong:  the less high-minded because it did not
pay.    Consequently the competitive system took its
place.
71.	It is for these reasons and not because I am a
blind believer in competitive -examinations in every
place  and  under  all  conditions  that  I  advocate
recruitment by competitive examination, as the only
satisfactory method in India and-undec tJxe1' conditions
at present prevailing in India of, t&ycw&^^& public
services so far as the common type of recruitment is
concerned,
Specialised Recruitwmt.
72.	It is often necessary to recruit oificers of mature
years and experience for special posts. Here examina
tion is impossible and the selection must be based on
a general review of the candidates' knowledge and
experience.   These   appointments   are   necessarily
made by selection committees.    The practice is for
three members of the Public Service Commission
by an officer of the department concerned Ifce selection.   The Government of India

